General relativistic simulations of black hole-neutron star mergers have currently been limited to low-mass black holes (MBH ≤ 7M⊙), even though population synthesis models indicate that a majority of mergers might involve more massive black holes (MBH ≥ 10M⊙). We present the first general relativistic simulations of black hole-neutron star mergers with MBH ∼ 10M⊙. For massive black holes, the tidal forces acting on the neutron star are usually too weak to disrupt the star before it reaches the innermost stable circular orbit of the black hole. Varying the spin of the black hole in the range aBH/MBH = 0.5 -0.9, we find that mergers result in the disruption of the star and the formation of a massive accretion disk only for large spins aBH/MBH ≥ 0.7 -0.9. From these results, we obtain updated constraints on the ability of BHNS mergers to be the progenitors of short gamma-ray bursts as a function of the mass and spin of the black hole. We also discuss the dependence of the gravitational wave signal on the black hole parameters, and provide waveforms and spectra from simulations beginning 7 -8 orbits before merger.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of black hole-neutron star (BHNS) mergers offers an opportunity to observe a general relativistic system in the strong field regime, in the presence of material at supernuclear density, magnetic fields, shocks, and intense neutrino radiation. As for other compact binaries, recent interest in black hole-neutron star systems is due in large part to their potential as sources of gravitational waves detectable by the next generation of ground-based detectors, Advanced LIGO [1] and VIRGO [2] . Indeed, whether for detection or parameter estimates, these detectors require theoretical templates in order to extract the gravitational wave signal from the detector noise. And in the orbits immediately preceding the merger, as during the merger itself, these binaries can only be properly modeled by numerical simulations in general relativity.
The emission of gravitational waves is not the only interesting feature of BHNS mergers, however. For compact binaries containing at least one neutron star the outcome of the merger is by itself an important question. The formation around the remnant black hole of a massive, thick, and hot accretion disk from the remains of a tidally disrupted neutron star offers ideal conditions to power short-hard gamma ray bursts (SGRB). This possibility, combined with the association of SGRBs with relatively old stellar populations, makes BHNS and NS-NS mergers some of the most likely progenitors of SGRBs (see e.g. [3] for a review).
Black hole-neutron star binaries have not yet been as widely studied as NS-NS or BH-BH systems. The first simulation of a BHNS merger in general relativity was done in 2006 by Shibata & Uryu [4] . Since then, various groups have studied the influence on the dynamics of the merger and the gravitational wave signal of the black hole spin [5] [6] [7] , the mass ratio [5, 7, 8] , the neutron star equation of state [7] [8] [9] [10] , the eccentricity of the orbit [11] , and the presence of a magnetic field [12] . A review of those results can be found in [13] . These simulations indicate that mergers of low-eccentricity BHNS binaries show two potential qualitative behaviors. In the first, the neutron star is tidally disrupted before it reaches the innermost circular orbit (ISCO) of the black hole. Material from the star is then either quickly accreted onto the black hole, or ejected in a long tidal tail. As material in the tail falls back onto the black hole, it then forms an accretion disk. These disks are usually fairly thick, have temperatures of a few MeV, can contain a significant fraction of the initial mass of the star (a few tenths of a solar mass), and maintain a baryon-free region along the rotation axis of the black hole in which relativistic jets could be launched. They therefore offer promising conditions for the generation of SGRBs. The second scenario lets the star reach the ISCO before it overflows its Roche lobe. No tidal tail is formed, and the black hole and neutron star merge directly. Numerical simulations have confirmed that disk formation is favored by a high black hole spin (as the ISCO is closer to the black hole), a large neutron star (the star is more easily disrupted), and a small black hole mass (the size of the Roche lobe at the ISCO relative to the radius of the neutron star is smaller for lower mass black holes, thus making Roche-lobe overflow easier).
All existing simulations of BHNS mergers in general relativity have studied black holes of mass between 2 and 5 times the mass of the neutron star. For such configurations, disk formation is the most likely scenario. It can only be prevented for anti-aligned spins [5, 7] , and compact stars or massive nonspinning black holes [5, 10] . However, the choice of such low mass ratios is not very well motivated. Population synthesis models tend in fact to favor distributions in which a large fraction of BHNS binaries have a more massive black hole (M BH ≥ 10M ⊙ ), especially for binaries formed in lowmetallicity environments [14, 15] . These predictions come with large uncertainties, but it still appears important to study the behavior of BHNS systems for higher mass black holes.
Simulations of binary systems with high mass ratios are typically more costly than their equal-mass counterparts. The reason is that before disruption the time step of the evolu-tion is limited by the minimum spacing of the numerical grid (Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition), which scales as the size of the smaller object. High mass ratio simulations thus require significantly more time steps per orbit if we want to maintain the same accuracy. Mergers are also more difficult in this case: the rapid accretion of matter onto the black hole from a relatively small object can only be resolved if the numerical grid around the black hole has an accordingly small spacing, and a small time step is thus required as well. These increasing costs, plus the fact that lower mass ratios offer richer physical effects, have led to a focus on low black hole masses in general relativistic simulations of BHNS mergers up till now. Highmass ratio BHNS binaries have, however, been evolved using approximate treatments of gravity (e.g. in [16] [17] [18] [19] ). These simulations tend to indicate that high spins are required for disk formation to be possible. However, approximate simulations have been known to disagree with results in full general relativity in the past, especially on predictions regarding the mass of the accretion disk or the amount of unbound material ejected in the tidal tail.
In this paper, we focus on the features of BHNS mergers for black holes of mass 7 − 10M ⊙ . In Section II, we review our numerical code and the specific challenges related to the evolution of high mass ratio systems, and describe recent improvements to our code. We also present updated diagnostics regarding the accuracy of our gravitational waveforms, and the influence of gauge choices on our results. Section III describes the initial conditions for our simulations, while Section IV presents our numerical results. In particular, we show that for massive black holes (M BH ≥ 10M ⊙ ), disks cannot be formed unless the spin of the black hole is high (a BH /M BH ≥ 0.7). We also discuss the imprint of the binary parameters on the gravitational wave signal. Finally, Section V focuses on consequences for the observation of SGRBs.
II. METHODS AND DIAGNOSTICS
The black hole-neutron star binaries presented in this paper are evolved using the numerical code developed by the SpEC collaboration [20] . The coupled system formed by Einstein's equations and the general relativistic hydrodynamics equations is solved using the two-grid method described in Duez et al. [21] , with the improvements discussed in Foucart et al. [6] . We refer the reader to [21] for a detailed description of the numerical methods used in SpEC, and only discuss here some recent modifications improving the general performance of the code, and facilitating the merger of high mass ratio BHNS binaries.
In the two-grid method, Einstein's equations are solved within the generalized harmonic formalism [22] using pseudospectral methods, while the fluid equations are evolved on a separate finite difference grid. This allows us to take advantage of the efficiency of pseudospectral methods for the evolution of Einstein's equations in regions in which the solution is smooth (i.e., away from the neutron star), while limiting the extent of the finite difference grid to regions in which matter is present. The price to pay is that, as the two sets of equations are coupled, source terms have to be interpolated between the two grids at each time step.
The relativistic hydrodynamics equations are solved in conservative form: the evolved conservative variables U satisfy equations of the form
where the fluxes F and source terms S are functions of the variables U but not of their derivatives. A conservative shockcapturing scheme is characterized by a reconstruction method, whereby fluid quantities on either side of cell faces are constructed, and a Riemann solver that supplies the resulting fluxes across each cell face. For these simulations, we use 5th-order WENO reconstruction [23, 24] with the smoothness indicator proposed by Borges et al [25] and HLLE fluxes [26] . Since the publication of Foucart et al. [6] , other modifications of the SpEC code have significantly improved the efficiency of our simulations. In the following sections, we discuss the most important of these recent changes.
A. Adaptive time stepper
In previously published simulations, black hole-neutron star binaries were evolved using a fixed time step ∆t = C∆x min , where ∆x min is the smallest grid spacing and C some constant chosen so that the evolution satisfies the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) stability condition at all times. As the truncation error in these simulations is usually dominated by the effects of the spatial discretization, this is sufficient for the effects of the discretization in time to be negligible. However, the resulting time step can be significantly smaller than necessary for a large fraction of the evolution. Indeed, the maximum value of C that gives stable evolutions can change over time 1 and is a priori unknown for the evolution of Einstein's equations on a pseudospectral grid. Additionally, the only way to confirm that the error in a given simulation is indeed dominated by spatial truncation error is to rerun it with a different choice for C. Using an adaptive time stepper, we instead choose at any time the largest time step for which the time stepping error is smaller than some tolerance. If the CFL instability begins to grow, this shows up as an increasing time stepping error and the time stepper automatically reduces the time step. In practice, time step control is done by evaluating the time stepping error through comparisons of the result of the time evolution with what would be obtained if a lower order scheme were used. We evolve using the 3rd-order RungeKutta algorithm, and compare with the results of a secondorder method. The time step h n+1 is then determined using a proportional-integral (PI) stepsize control [27] [28] [29] [30] :
where ǫ n is the error measured at time step n, S = 0.9 is a safety factor, β ≈ 0.13 and α ≈ 0.23.
For the evolution of a BHNS binary over 7 -8 orbits, choosing the optimal ∆t at all times can reduce the simulation time by a factor of ∼ 1.5 − 2. Additionally, as the minimum value of C giving stable evolutions is unknown, our choice when using fixed time steps was usually overly cautious. The actual gain in the time required to evolve BHNS systems with SpEC at a given resolution is thus closer to a factor of 2 -3.
B. Control system
The evolution of a black hole on a pseudospectral grid requires the excision of the region surrounding the singularity. As a consequence, the numerical domain has an inner boundary S in , typically a sphere in the coordinates of the numerical grid. If any information can enter the domain through S in , an unknown boundary condition has to be imposed there. Inside the apparent horizon of the black hole, this can however be avoided for 'good' choices of S in . More specifically, we compute the local characteristic speeds of the generalized harmonic equations (which are hyperbolic), and require that on S in all characteristic speeds point out of the numerical grid. We also require that S in remain inside the apparent horizon of the black hole. In practice, this can be difficult when the black hole is rapidly evolving through tidal distortion or matter accretion. During merger, we try to keep the apparent horizon nearly spherical in the coordinates of the numerical grid, and slightly outside S in , through the use of a coordinate map between the grid coordinates and the inertial frame:
wherer is the distance from the black hole center in the inertial frame, r the same distance in the grid coordinates, (θ,φ) the usual angles in spherical coordinates (in both frames), and c lm arbitrary coefficients used to control the location of S in in the grid frame. The quantity c 00 thus controls the size of S in , while the other coefficients control its shape. In previous simulations, the control system attempted to choose the c lm so that the apparent horizon remained a sphere of fixed radius in the grid frame. This proved inadequate for high mass ratio simulations: there is a priori no way to know at what distance the apparent horizon should be kept from S in , and making the wrong choice can easily lead to characteristic speeds entering the domain on S in . Instead, we now choose c 00 by using the characteristic speeds themselves as input for the control system. Indeed, ∂ t c 00 affects the velocity of the surface S in in inertial coordinates, and can thus be used to increase or decrease the characteristic speeds at will. The other coefficients are still chosen so that the apparent horizon remains spherical. As the time scale over which S in needs to change varies by orders of magnitude between the early orbits and the merger, the control system used to fix the c lm has also been modified in order to choose adaptively the time scale over which it attempts to damp any deviation of the motion of S in from its desired behavior.
C. Adaptive Mesh Refinement on the spectral grid
Another complication arising for high mass ratio mergers is the rapid motion of the high-density neutron star core across the numerical grid as it falls into the black hole. This highdensity material generates large source terms in Einstein's equations, which vary quickly and can have very steep gradients. Maintaining a grid resolution high enough to resolve these features in all parts of the numerical domain where they might occur, and during the entire simulation, is far too costly to be realistic. In practice, we need to adapt the numerical domain at regular time intervals in order to increase resolution in regions where the neutron star core is located. This was already done on the finite difference grid, by limiting the grid to regions in which matter is present [6] . The possibility of modifying the pseudospectral grid during a simulation, on the other hand, is a new feature of our code which was initially developed to improve the accuracy of black hole binary mergers. The choice of how to modify the resolution in any given subdomain of the numerical grid relies on estimates of the truncation error based on the fall-off rate of the coefficients of the spectral expansion. For a smooth solution, these coefficients should fall off exponentially. In BHNS simulations, the solution is not smooth, but the metric quantities are still continuous, and their spectral expansion converges as a power law. The determination of the required resolution is less reliable than in vacuum-and better methods to control that choice should be found if we want to take full advantage of the method-but in its current form this spectral adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) technique has already allowed us to evolve configurations that were otherwise too costly to simulate accurately. In this paper, spectral AMR is used for the merger of case Q7S5, the only configuration in which the neutron star merges without any significant tidal disruption.
D. Gravitational Wave Accuracy
Gravitational wave templates for ground based detectors such as Advanced LIGO require accurate waveforms. Even the longest and most accurate simulations of binary black holes combined with Post-Newtonian results to generate hybrid waveforms might currently be insufficient for precise parameter estimates (i.e., the accuracy of the parameters might be limited by the quality of the templates instead of the noise in the LIGO data) [31, 32] . Templates could well require a phase accuracy in the numerical waveform of 0.1 rad over significantly more than the 30 cycles of the longest available numerical waveform [32] . Accuracy requirements are lower for detection purposes, and some parameters could be usefully constrained with waveforms at the current level of accuracy (e.g., the neutron star radius from NS-NS mergers [33] ). But it is clear that template accuracy is a significant concern for gravitational wave astronomy.
Binary neutron stars and BHNS binaries are particularly challenging, as the need to evolve the neutron star fluid adds new sources of errors to the simulations. In previous papers [6, 9] , we evolved the system for only 2 -3 orbits before FIG. 1: Phase error δφ for the (2,2) mode of the gravitational wave signal as a function of the number of orbits, for simulation Q7S7. The wave is extracted at finite radius R = 100M total , and we do not attempt to shift it in phase or time. merger, and the phase error in the gravitational wave signal was of the order of a few tenths of a radian even before merger. The simulations presented here are significantly longer (7 -8 orbits), and more accurate (the 'low' resolution used here is roughly equivalent to our standard resolution in [6] ). We thus need to reassess the accuracy of our waveforms.
The error in the gravitational wave signal is evaluated using the Q7S7 simulation (q = 7, a BH /M BH = 0.7), which we run at 3 different resolutions. The gravitational wave signal is extracted at finite radius R = 100M tot , where M tot = M BH + M NS . We directly compute the strain h expended in spherical harmonics (h = lm h lm Y lm ), using the ReggeWheeler-Zerilli method [34] [35] [36] [37] . In Fig. 1 , we show the raw phase difference between our high resolution simulation and the lower resolution simulations for the dominant h 22 mode. The phase is directly extracted from the real and imaginary parts of h 22 , without any time or phase shift. The phase error in the low resolution case reaches 0.2 rad after only 2.5 orbits, as expected from the fact that it is equivalent to the resolution used in [6] . At higher resolution, however, the same phase difference is only reached after approximately 4.5 orbits, and the overall accuracy is significantly better up to merger even though by then the phase shift is of the order of a radian.
Such errors are typical of current general relativistic simulations. We can, for example, compare our results with those of the most recent BHNS mergers of Kyutoku et al. [7] . There, the error in the waveform is measured after applying a shift in time and phase. This is justified from an observational point of view by the fact that a detector would not be sensitive to such shifts, even though it might also give an optimistic view of the uncertainties at the time of merger. Fig. 2 shows the wave from the two highest resolution of simulation Q7S7, but shifted so that the time at which the signal peaks is t = 0 and the phase at that time is φ = 0. The errors appear comparable to Fig.25 of [7] , and significantly smaller than the differences due to changes in the parameters of the binary, discussed in Sec. IV B.
FIG. 2: (2,2) mode of the strain h for simulation Q7S7 at our two highest resolutions, extracted at finite radius R = 100M total . We shift the signal in time and phase so that the phase at the peak of the signal is φ = 0, and the time t = 0. 
E. Gauge dependence
In the generalized harmonic formulation, the gauge is specified through a choice of the variable H a = g ab ∇ c ∇ c x b . For most runs reported here, we evolve this function as in our previous work [6] . During the inspiral, we fix H a in the comoving frame at its initial value. During the merger, we continue to fix H a near the black hole; away from the hole, we damp it to zero. Because this gauge is presumably not optimal for the merger evolution near the black hole, significant grid stretching is expected and found during this part of the evolution. To test whether the gauge behavior significantly affects the accuracy of the simulations, we reran the merger phase of the Q5S5 runs using the damped-wave gauge introduced by Szilágyi, Lindblom, and Scheel [38] . The resulting metric evolution is, of course, different (and noticeably more moderate), but the gravitational wave signal should be the same. To within numerical errors, this is indeed what we find. Also, the difference in waveform between resolutions is comparable for each gauge, indicating that grid distortion is not the major source of waveform error.
III. INITIAL CONFIGURATIONS
We generate initial data for our simulations with the elliptic solver SPELLS [39] . To obtain realistic initial configurations for the evolution of black hole-neutron star binaries, we have to satisfy the constraints in Einstein's equations, as well as choose a realistic initial state for the fluid forming the neutron star. For the fluid we require hydrostatic equilibrium as well as an irrotational velocity profile. The procedure for solving for these conditions and obtaining compact objects with the desired masses, spins and orbital parameters is detailed in Foucart et al. [40] . The constraint equations are solved in the extended conformal thin sandwich formalism [41, 42] . In that formalism, the metric is decomposed as
where α is the lapse function, β i the shift vector,γ ij the conformal 3-metric and φ the conformal factor. The constraints can then be expressed as elliptic equations for (αφ, β i , φ). The choice of the conformal metric, the trace of the extrinsic curvature K µν = − 1 2 Lg µν , and their time derivatives is then arbitrary. Together with the boundary conditions and the stress-energy tensor, these arbitrary choices will determine the characteristics of the spacetime under consideration. A standard choice in the literature isg ij = δ ij , K = 0. However, for high black hole spins this leads to configurations far from equilibrium, and potentially large modifications of the black hole spin and mass at the beginning of the simulation. We prefer to choose the free data (g ij , K) according to the prescription of Lovelace et al. [43] : close to the horizon of the BH, the metric matches the Kerr-Schild solution. (For the adaptation of that method to BHNS systems, see [40] .)
In this paper, we are interested in the behavior of BHNS binaries for high mass ratio q = M BH /M NS = 7. We consider 4 different configurations, summarized in Table I . The first is at a slightly lower mass ratio q = 5, a range of masses already explored by Etienne et al. [5] , Kyutoku et al. [7] and Chawla et al. [12] . The spin of the black hole is a BH /M BH = 0.5, aligned with the orbital angular momentum of the binary. The other three simulations use q = 7. We show in Sec. IV A that these cases span the range of BH spins over which the qualitative features of the merger vary: a BH /M BH = 0.5, 0.7, 0.9. All configurations are started approximately 8 orbits before disruption, and have low eccentricity e ≤ 0.005 (obtained using the iterative method developed by Pfeiffer et al. [44] ). For the equation of state of nuclear matter, we choose a polytrope: the pressure P and internal energy ǫ are expressed as functions of the baryon density ρ 0 and temperature T :
with Γ = 2 and κ chosen so that the compaction of the star is C = M/R = 0.144. This corresponds to a stellar radius R ∼ 14.4 km for a 1.4M ⊙ neutron star. Recent predictions regarding the radius of neutron stars indicate that this is probably close to an upper bound on the radius of real stars (see, e.g., [45] ).
We use three different resolutions: 80 3 , 100 3 and 120 3 points on the finite difference grid (which only covers the neutron star), and 56.9 3 , 64.5 3 and 72.0 3 points on the pseudospectral grid. At the highest resolution on a moderate size cluster, 8 orbits require approximately 40, 000 CPU-hrs (about a month on 48 processors). During mergers, the resolution of both the finite difference and pseudospectral grids is higher, and depends on the configuration studied. 
IV. RESULTS

A. Mergers
Most existing simulations of BHNS mergers with lower mass black holes (M BH ∼ 3 -7M ⊙ ) show very similar qualitative behavior. As the neutron star gets close to the black hole, tidal forces cause the star to overflow its Roche lobe. Most of the matter is either rapidly accreted onto the black hole, or ejected into an extended tidal tail. Material in the tidal tail then rapidly forms a thick and hot accretion disk around the black hole (T ∼ 1 -5 MeV). To obtain different behaviors, one must consider either highly eccentric orbits [11] -in which case partial disruption of the neutron star is possibleor anti-aligned black hole spins [5] , where it becomes possible to directly accrete the entire neutron star since it reaches the innermost stable circular orbit before overflowing its Roche lobe. Negligible disk masses are also observed for nonspinning black holes and fairly compact stars at the high end of the range of studied BH mass (q = 4 -5) [5, 7] .
The situation changes significantly when considering more massive black holes, q ∼ 7. For such binaries, the standard behavior appears to be the direct merger of the two compact objects, without significant tidal disruption of the stars. The simulations presented in this paper use neutron stars with radii on the high end of the theoretically acceptable values. This is known to favor tidal disruption [7] [8] [9] , as material on the surface is less tightly bound to the neutron star. Even so, in our lower spin simulation (q = 7, a BH /M BH = 0.5), 99% of the material falls into the black hole in less than 2 ms. Snapshots of the matter configuration for that simulation are given in Fig. 3 . Once accretion begins, most of the neutron star material remains within a coordinate distance of less than about 40 km from the center of the black hole, and only a negligible amount of matter forms a tidal tail (approximately 0.5% of the NS mass). As spin misalignment, a lower spin and a more compact neutron star all work against tidal disruption, this gives us a strict lower bound on the black hole spin required to disrupt the star for black holes with mass M BH ≥ 7M NS .
When the spin of the black hole is increased to a BH /M BH = 0.7, the disruption of the neutron star becomes clearly visible (Fig. 4, left) . A long tidal tail extending more than 100 km away from the black hole and containing about 8% of the initial mass of the star is created from the ejected material. About 5 ms after disruption, a proto-accretion disk forms (Fig. 4, center) . However, the disk contains only a fairly small portion of the ejected material, and is still thinner (H/R ∼ 0.1, where H is the half-thickness of the disk) and colder (T < 1 MeV) than what is usually observed in mergers with less massive black holes. Rapid accretion from the tidal tail prevents the disk from reaching an equilibrium profile for about 20 ms. By that point, only 2.5% of the baryonic mass remains outside the black hole (Fig. 4, right) . As the radius of the disk is about 100 km, its density is much lower than in the case of higher black hole spins (see below) or lower black hole masses: the maximum density is only about 2 × 10 10 g/cm 3 . The thickness (H/R ∼ 0.3) and temperature (T ∼ 2 MeV) of the disk are closer to the equilibrium values found for q = 3 [6] , but this still appears to be a less desirable configuration for the potential generation of a short gamma-ray burst. This is no longer the case for the high spin configuration, a BH /M BH = 0.9. The disruption (Fig. 5, left) is very similar to the previous case, with a long tidal tail forming from the tidally disrupted star. However, now the disk can form much closer to the black hole because the innermost circular orbit is at a smaller radius. Also, the higher rotation speed of the hole prevents rapid accretion of high angular momentum material. Thus the amount of nuclear matter remaining outside of the black hole is now much larger: about 30% of the neutron star mass. Within approximately 5 ms of disruption, a large fraction of that material (about half) forms an accretion disk (Fig. 5, center) with stable density and angular momentum profiles.
The evolution of the resulting accretion disk is then similar to what is expected for lower mass black holes. The disk expands slightly, and heats up to T ∼ 5 -6 MeV, but does is the maximum baryon density once the disk settles to an equilibrium configuration 20 ms after disruption. T is the average temperature and H is the semi-thickness of the disk at that time. Name From the accretion rate at the end of the simulation, we deduce an expected lifetime of about 75 ms, although this value would certainly be modified by the inclusion of magnetic effects. Another important feature of this high-spin case is that a few percent of the total mass appears to be either unbound or on orbits such that it will not interact with the accretion disk within its expected lifetime. As the outermost part of the tidal tail is poorly resolved in our simulations (the grid points are focused in the region close to the black hole where the accretion disk forms), predictions about the future of material ejected far away from the black hole are not very reliable. The mere presence of such material, however, indicates that massive ejecta might occur in BHNS mergers if the mass and spin of the black holes are high. By contrast, in previous simulations for lower BH masses or spins, all of the material in the tidal tail appeared unequivocally bound to the black hole. The large differences in the amount of matter available outside the black hole as we modify the black hole spin FIG. 4 : Matter distribution for simulation Q7S7. Left: Disruption of the neutron star. Material that is not immediately accreted onto the black hole (about 8% of the NS mass) forms a thin tidal tail. Density contours: ρ0 = (10 14 , 10 13 , 10 12 , 10 11 , 10 10 ) g/cm 3 . Center: Disk formation, about 8ms later. A low density accretion disk begins to form about 50 km away from the black hole, but rapid mass accretion from the tidal tail causes the disk profile to vary significantly over time. The maximum density is 3 × 10 11 g/cm 3 . Density contours: ρ0 = (10 11 , 10 10 ) g/cm 3 . Right: About 20ms after disruption, a stable accretion disk has formed with low maximum density ρmax ∼ 2×10 10 g/cm 3 . About 2.5% of the initial mass of the neutron star remains in the disk at that time, but accretion onto the black hole would destroy the disk within approximately 20 ms. Density contour: ρ0 = 10 9 g/cm 3 .
FIG. 5: Matter distribution for simulation Q7S9.
Left: Disruption of the neutron star, very similar to the Q7S7 case (Fig. 4) , but with more material ejected into the tidal tail. Density contours: ρ0 = (10 14 , 10 13 , 10 12 , 10 11 , 10 10 ) g/cm 3 . Center: Disk formation 6.5ms later. More than 25% of the fluid material remains outside the black hole. A massive accretion disk rapidly forms, containing more than 10% of the matter. Density contours: ρ0 = (10 12 , 10 11 , 10 10 ) g/cm 3 . Right: 20ms after disruption, a massive disk remains. It is 10 times denser than in the lower spin case, and has been in a nearly stable configuration for more than 10 ms. Density contours: ρ0 = (10 11 , 10 10 ) g/cm 3 .
can be seen in Fig. 6 . The figure shows the difference between a merger without disruption (Q7S5), with disruption followed by the slow formation of a low density, short-lived disk (Q7S7), and with disruption followed by the formation of a heavy, mostly stable accretion disk (Q7S9). For M BH /M NS = 7, we should thus expect strong qualitative differences in the behavior of BHNS mergers as we vary binary parameters such as the black hole spin or the NS equation of state, with a significant fraction of the parameter space now leading to direct merger of the binary without the formation of an accretion disk. From Fig. 6 , we can also easily evaluate the influence of the black hole mass. The lower mass ratio simulation (q = 5), which has a black hole spin a BH /M BH = 0.5, behaves approximately as the q = 7, a BH /M BH = 0.7 case, although the radius of the accretion disk around the less massive black hole is naturally smaller, and the maximum baryon density much higher. In Section V, we discuss in more detail how the qualitative behavior of BHNS mergers is affected by both the mass and spin of the black hole, and how this relates to their ability to power short gamma-ray bursts.
The results of the mergers are summarized in Table II . In addition to the disk mass and properties discussed above, Table II lists the final spin of the BH and the velocity kick imparted to the hole. As expected, the relative increase in the final black hole spin decreases as the initial spin of the black hole increases. Starting from a spin a BH /M BH = 0.5 leads to a final BH spin of 0.67, while an original spin of 0.9 only rises to 0.92 after merger. For low spins, the velocity kicks are close to binary black hole predictions [46, 47] , but as we go to higher spins, the magnitude of the kick decreases. This could be expected, as most of the contribution to the kick in binary black hole mergers comes from the momentum radiated as gravitational waves just before merger, exactly the part of the signal that is not emitted by BHNS systems when the star is tidally disrupted before reaching the ISCO. The same effect was observed by Kyutoku et al. [7] at lower mass ratios.
B. Gravitational wave signal
The gravitational wave signal emitted as two compact objects spiral in and merge contains information on the orbital parameters of the binary, the masses and spins of the compact objects, and, in the presence of a neutron star, on the equation of state of matter above nuclear density. In BHNS binaries, as in BH-BH systems, these parameters leave a mark on the waveform as the binary spirals in. But on top of the information from the orbital evolution of the binary, BHNS systems also show strong variations in the qualitative features of the gravitational wave signal at the time of merger. This is visible on Fig. 7 , which shows the gravitational strain measured for various binaries with q = 7 but different spins, and Fig. 8 , which shows the same signals in the frequency domain. The low spin simulation Q7S5 has a spectrum qualitatively similar to that of a BH-BH binary : the power slowly decreases with increasing frequency as the binary spirals in, then peaks at the time of merger (∼ 1 kHz), and finally falls off exponentially as the remnant black hole rings down. At higher spins (a BH /M BH ≥ 0.7), the neutron star disrupts and we no longer observe a peak in the gravitational wave spectrum. The high-frequency signal now depends on the details of the tidal disruption of the star. Lower spins lead to less disruption, with FIG. 7: Gravitational wave signal for a mass ratio q = 7, when varying the black hole spin between aBH/MBH = 0.5 -0.9. The time and phase of the waveforms are matched at the peak of the signal. most of the mass still falling rapidly into the black hole, while higher spins lead to more significant disruption, and a more homogeneous spread of the neutron star material around the black hole. Accordingly, high spin spectra are cut off at lower frequency, but fall off more smoothly. Similar qualitative differences are found by Kyutoku et al. [7] and Etienne et al. [5] . In fact, Fig. 8 is strikingly similar to Fig. 18 of [7] , which shows the spectra of the gravitational wave signal for BHNS binaries with q = 3 and spins a BH /M BH = −0.5, 0, 0.5. Observationally, the effects of tidal disruption on the waveform are slightly easier to measure in the case of a high mass ratio, as the merger occurs at frequencies about a factor of 2 smaller than for q = 3 (f ∼ 1 -1.5 kHz), but this still remains a challenging frequency range for Advanced LIGO.
Figs. 9 and 10 show the gravitational wave signal of the two a BH /M BH = 0.5 simulations in the time and frequency domains. As expected from the above discussion, the lower mass ratio has a behavior similar to the q = 7, a BH /M BH = 0.7 case: both configurations have similar tidal disruption history, with a few percent of the mass being ejected in a tidal tail and the rest of the neutron star merging quickly with the black hole. The signal in the lower mass case (q = 5) is simply at a slightly higher frequency.
It is worth noting that similar differences can also be due to changes in the radius of the neutron star [7] [8] [9] [10] . In order to extract information from that high-frequency signal, it is thus important to already have good estimates of the parameters of the binary to break that degeneracy. Given accurate gravitational wave templates, this can be obtained from the signal at lower frequency, during the orbital evolution.
V. LIMITS ON DISK FORMATION AND GAMMA-RAY BURSTS
All the simulations presented in this paper use fairly large stars, with R NS = 14.4 km for M NS = 1.4 M ⊙ . They correspond to particularly favorable cases for disk formation. They thus allow us to deduce limits on the minimum spin required to form significant accretion disks, at least if we assume that real neutron stars have radii R NS < 14.4 km (as predicted by Hebeler et al. [45] ). Numerical simulations of BHNS using nearly the same nuclear equation of state have already been carried at lower mass ratios by Etienne et al. [5] , as well as in our previous paper [6] . From these results, we notice that the behavior observed here in the cases q = 5, a BH /M BH = 0.5 and q = 7, a BH /M BH = 0.7 is very similar to the results obtained for q = 3, a BH /M BH = 0.0 [5, 6] : the amount of matter remaining outside the black hole at late times is M out /M NS ∼ 0.05 -0.06. However, these three cases are not exactly equivalent, of course. The higher mass ratio corresponds to a larger, lower density disk, which generally appears less favorable to the generation of SGRBs. Nonetheless, all the cases lead to a stable accretion disk of relatively low mass. Similarly, we have three cases for which nearly the entire star is quickly accreted onto the black hole, with a small but measurable amount of material ejected in a tidal tail M out /M NS ∼ 0.005 -0.008: the q = 7, a BH /M BH = 0.5 case presented here, as well as the q = 5, a BH /M BH = 0.0 and q = 3, a BH /M BH = −0.5 cases of Etienne et al. [5] . We thus have two curves in the space of black hole masses and spins giving us cases where the amount of matter available at late time for a R NS = 14.4 km, M NS = 1.4M ⊙ star is ∼ 0.01M ⊙ and ∼ 0.08M ⊙ respectively (see Fig. 11 ). Below the lowest curve of Fig. 11 , no significant disruption of the neutron star occurs before merger. Tidal effects are likely to affect the gravitational wave signal slightly, but the formation of an accretion disk is not possible. Above the highest curve, massive disks are formed for this particular stellar radius. However, all that can be said is that massive disks are possible: the more compact the neutron star, the more these curves would be displaced toward higher black hole spins. Finally, in between the two curves, we form a low mass disk of fairly low density or just a tidal tail containing a few percent of the initial neutron star mass and slowly falling back onto the central black hole.
In order for a BHNS binary to generate a short gamma-ray burst, a necessary condition would thus be to lie in the upper region of Fig. 11 . This is not, however, sufficient. More compact stars make it more difficult to form accretion disks(see e.g. [48] for a model based on earlier, lower mass ratio simulations), and the same is true if the spin of the black hole and the orbital angular momentum are not aligned, as shown in Foucart et al. [6] for q = 3 mass ratios. In [6] , the effect of spin misalignment was fairly limited, but we were considering configurations for which even a nonspinning black hole led to the formation of a significant accretion disk. Nevertheless, the final disk mass appeared to depend on the aligned component of the black hole spin. There is no guarantee that this will still be true for higher mass ratio, or for nearly extremal spins; further numerical studies in a general relativistic framework will be necessary to determine the effect of spin misalignment in BHNS binaries for q ∼ 7 -10. But if the same pattern holds for q = 7 and q = 3, misalignment angles ∼ 40
• would be enough to have a BHNS with spin a BH /M BH = 0.9 behave as an aligned configuration with a BH /M BH = 0.7. As misalignment angles of ∼ 40
• could be fairly common [14] , this would affect the probability that BHNS mergers form massive accretion disks.
We should also note that BHNS binaries which do not form an accretion disk could still emit a detectable electromagnetic signal before the disruption of the neutron star, for example in the form of resonant shattering precursor flares [49] .
VI. CONCLUSION
Population synthesis models indicate that existing simulations of BHNS mergers in general relativity have probably studied black holes with masses below the most common astrophysical values. Binaries with lower mass black holes could occur, and their study has already offered valuable insights into the influence of various binary parameters such as BH spin, NS equation of state and mass ratio on the emitted gravitational wave signal and the disk formation process. However, studies of the behavior of BHNS binaries for more massive black holes are necessary if we want to obtain more accurate predictions for what is likely to be a significant portion of the available BHNS parameter space.
In this paper, we present the first simulations of BHNS binaries with M BH = 10M ⊙ . We show that, as opposed to what was found for lower mass black holes, the tidal disruption of the neutron star and the formation of an accretion disk are no longer the norm. We only observe significant accretion disks for high black hole spins, a BH /M BH ≥ 0.7, and this result is obtained using a fairly large neutron star (R NS ∼ 14.4 km), thus providing a likely lower bound on the spin required to form accretion disks in such systems.
As spin-orbit misalignment also inhibits disk formation [6] , it appears that the formation of massive accretion disks will be a common result of BHNS mergers only if large black hole spins aligned with the orbital angular momentum are frequent, or if black holes in BHNS binaries are less massive than expected. This is of course of particular importance when determining whether BHNS mergers can be the progenitors of short gamma-ray bursts. BHNS systems with M BH ∼ 10M ⊙ and a BH /M BH ≤ 0.7 appear to be unlikely candidates to power SGRBs. In Sec. V, we used existing simulations of BHNS binaries for mass ratios q = 3 -7 to obtain approximate lower bounds for the magnitude of the black hole spin required to obtain massive disks.
BHNS systems with M BH ≥ 7M NS show another difference with respect to previously studied binaries: for high black hole spins a BH /M BH ∼ 0.9, a few percent of the NS is either unbound or weakly bound. This could lead to the ejection of neutron-rich material in the neighborhood of the binary. However, study of this effect will require the use of numerical methods that resolve the evolution of the tidal tail better than our current code.
We showed that we can extract gravitational waves with a cumulative phase error ∆φ < 0.2 rad over about five orbits, without applying any time or phase shift to the signal. When matching the time and phase of the signal at its peak, our accuracy is similar to that reported by Kyutoku et al. [7] for lower mass black holes. The gravitational wave signal shows that as the spin of the black hole decreases, the spectrum goes through three regimes. At high spins, the spectrum is cut off at low frequency as the star is disrupted and the remaining material forms a nearly axisymmetric accretion disk. For intermediate spins, the spectrum is mostly flat, extending to frequencies ∼ 2 kHz at which disruption leads to the formation of a thin tidal tail. At low spins, the spectrum is very similar to the signal from BH-BH binaries, where tidal disruption does not occur.
The behavior of BHNS binaries for higher mass ratios (q > 7) or smaller stellar radii should be even more similar to BH-BH binaries, with small corrections for the tidal distortion of the star. Whether any such binary can form an accretion disk will depend on how mergers occur for quasiextremal spins, and how frequent high-spin black holes are in BHNS binaries. For high-spin systems, the relative alignment of the black hole spin and the orbital angular momentum is also likely to play an important role. In an earlier study of BHNS binaries with misaligned spins [6] , we found that the qualitative effect of misalignment was relatively modest, but so were the effects of the spin itself, as even a nonspinning BH led to the formation of an accretion disk. At high mass ratios, it is likely that tidal tail and disk formation will only be possible for small spin-orbit misalignments, as is also predicted by Newtonian simulations [19] . Additional simulations will, however, be necessary to obtain more accurate predictions for such systems.
